Technical cooperation, information exchange and good practices
International Aid

- UN
- EU
- Governments
- NGO’s
- International Organisations
Regional Cooperation

- SEEMACC
- Bilateral:
  - BHMAC
  - RCUUD
  - SMAC
  - Hungarian Border Police
Members & Observers

AMAE
ANAMA
BH MAC
CROMAC
HCR-CTDT
ITF
RCUD Montenegro
MAC Belgrade
MDD Center (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
UNMIK Kosovo
Protection and Rescue Directorate of the Republic of Macedonia
Regional Cooperation

Projects:

- Demining of border between Croatia-Serbia (EU, USA, Spain, Norway)
- Demining of border between Croatia-Bosnia and Herzegovina (EU, USA)
- Demining of border between Croatia-Montenegro (EU, USA)
- Non-technical survey of Montenegro-Albania border (USA)
- Demining of border between Croatia-Hungary (EU)
International Cooperation

- Visit of CROMAC delegation to Thailand MAC (UNDP)

- Visit to CROMAC:
  - Azerbaijan
  - Bosnia and Herzegovina
  - Egypt
  - Iran
  - Iraq
  - Izrael
  - Libya
  - Mozambique
  - Tajikistan
  - Ukraine
  - Vietnam
  - Yemen
MRE and MVA support

- Regional Centre in Rovinj
- Iraqi children
- Children from Bosnia and Herzegovina
New projects

- Decision Support System for Mine Suspected Area Reduction
  - Croatia
  - Bosnia and Herzegovina
  - Azerbaijan
Croatian Development Aid

Colombia (15,000 EUR) – 3 experts from CROMAC and CROMAC-CTDT

- Development of Laws and Regulations
- Development of SOP’s for QA & QC
- Development of accreditation of companies and certification of equipment

Program will continue
Croatian Development Aid

Libya (25.000 EUR) – 3 experts from CROMAC and Foundation “Croatia Without Mines”

- Education of children
- Education of educators
- Educational leaflets

- New project in preparation (25.000 EUR)
CLUSTER FOR HUMANITARIAN DEMINING LTD.
Complete Mine Action Solutions
Area of cooperation

- Organisation of National Centers
- Legislation and standards
- Education
- Demining works
- Testing and research
- Demining equipment and machines
Thank you